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Features used to implement the example
Calculated Number Field

Example: Total of all story points in an epic
Sum up all the story points of stories under an epic as .Total Story Points

A valid configuration for this  :Calculated Number Field

Math expression: sum(fieldValue({10106}, issuesUnderEpic(%{00015})))

 Note that:

{10106} is the field code for (this field code might differ on your Jira instance)Story points 
%{00015} is the field code for Issue key

Once configured and added to an issue screen, the result will look like this:

https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWT/Calculated+Number+Field


Other examples of that function
 Page: Number of issues in same version
 Page: Number of open subtasks
  Page: Setting the priority depending on the multiplication of custom fields
 Page: Total of all story points in an epic
 Page: Total remaining estimate in an epic
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